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The A.I.P.R. News
AIPR ‘Mini-Con’ 2019 in Review by Joyce Bok
Inside this issue:
The AIPR Mini-Conference
2019 by Joyce Bok (pp. 1-2).
AIPR Committee member Ms.
Joyce Bok reflects on the AIPR
‘Mini-Con’ 2019. Topics covered this year included reports
on UFOs, OBEs, haunted sites,
clearings of poltergeists and
ghosts from haunted houses,
and an introduction to Remote
Viewing with a workshop.

T
attending the annual Australian Institute of Parapsychological Research’s MiniConference in Sydney and it
was yet again, very intellectually stimulating and insightful! Chaired by research
psychologist, Dr. Tony Jinks,
the
conference
covered
hauntings, UFOs and remote
viewing!
It commenced with Mr. Bill
Chalker, a long-time UFO

a transcript of the head of
security, Admiral Wilson,
demanding access to the
classified UFOs, Roswell
body retrievals and UFO
technology reverse engineering program, which he was
denied.
Bill
touched on Tom
DeLonge’s ‘To the Stars
Academy’, which could be a
‘controlled’ disclosure project; the claim is made of an
extra-terrestrial artefact in his

ing how our memories can be
flexible
by
association!
Something to think about
when arguing the accuracy of
memory next time.
Next Dr. Lance Storm, a
research psychologist from
Adelaide, revealed the results
of his study on Mr. Robb
Tilley’s ghostbusting! Robb
has cleared over 300 haunted
houses over many decades,
with an estimated 80% success rate. Lance and Robb

researcher and investigator,
refreshing us with the current
UFO trends. The most significant news of the year was
the acknowledgement from
mainstream news of UFOs by
the Pentagon. The leaked
videos from the US Marine
of the tic tac and Nimitz unidentified crafts were not
disputed by the US Marine
Pilots and affirmed as unidentified aerial phenomena.
Then there were the leaked
Wilson documents displaying

possession. We do live in
interesting times. What will
be disclosed this year?
Dr. Tony Mowbray, a Melbourne psychologist and
researcher, shared with us
interesting haunted stories
from people who visited Port
Arthur in Tasmania. This was
a place which was historically a prison for convicts and
where a mass shooting occurred in 1996.
Tony also led us through a
memory exercise demonstrat-

collated 30 post-house clearing questionnaires from jobs
completed. Results showed
an 88% initial successful
clearing rate, and 66% to
68% successful clearing after
a longer term. These are still
very good statistics.
One of the reasons the longer-term success rates are
lower could be attributed to
some residents being unable
to give up old habits, which
brings the spooks back. Some
habits are hard to break!

Remote Viewing at the AIPR
Mini-Conference 2019 by
Sandra Hilleard (p. 3). Sandra
gives an account of her Remote
Viewing presentation at the
AIPR Mini-Con 2019. She
explains what RV is, and describes the workshop she held
that afternoon, and presents the
results of an audience exercise
in RV involving a random target.

Regular features:
• At My Desk by Lance Storm (p. 2)
• Nunc Quid by Vlad Dubaj (p. 4)
• Promotion for AIPR Website (p. 3)
• Promotion for Australian Journal of
Parapsychology (p. 3)
• Subscriber’s coupon for Australian
Journal of Parapsychology (p. 4)
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At My Desk
I’m going to try something
a little different in my
column this time—I’ll feature a few grab-shots taken at the AIPR Mini-Con
2019
last
December,
mainly to give people who
couldn’t attend a taste of
the event. First up, Dr.
Tony Jinks chaired the
event. Tony did an excellent
job
coordinating

things, and introducing the
speakers. AIPR’s Public
Officer
Robb
Tilley
(pictured above) was keen
to sell AIPR Monographs
(Bryan J. Williams’ Psychic
Phenomena and the Brain,
and Harvey Irwin’s Education in Parapsychology),
and Laurence Browne’s The
Many Faces of Coincidence.
UFO expert Bill Chalker
surprised us with tidbits
from the secret world of

ufology.
Finally,
Attila
Kaldy invited the audience
to go see his new film
TRACK, about Australia’s
‘wild folk’. My special
thanks to presenters Tony
Mowbray
and
Sandra
Hilleard (see pp. 1, 3).
* * *

Got something to say about
parapsychology or the paranormal? Submit your contribution to:
Dr. Lance Storm,
School of Psychology,
University of Adelaide,
SA 5005
or e-mail me at:
aiprinc@yahoo.com
Enjoy this edition of The
A.I.P.R. News!
—Lance Storm

AIPR ‘Mini-Con’ 2019 in Review (cont’d) by Joyce Bok
Mr. Attila Kaldy, producer
effective remote viewer!
their assistance; to Sam Bright
and film-maker, made a brief
An overview of a very effecand his crew for filming; and
appearance to promote his new
tive structure to do remote
especially to those who attenddocumentary TRACK: Search
viewing was given; an ideal for
ed! It was wonderful to meet
for Australia’s Bigfoot.
new faces as well as
We were privileged to see
catch up with familiar
the premier the night befaces.
fore. It showed some mysI’m looking forward to
terious structures in the
Mini-Con 2020, likely
middle of nowhere, and
to occur Saturday, Defootage of what does look
cember 5th. Keep this
like a big hairy being!
date in your diary, and
Definitely, there’s some
hope to see you then! Ψ
intelligent life interaction
AIPR Committee members and friends at Jagos on Miller
occurring in the woods.
(L. to R.) Joyce Bok, Sandra Hilleard, Tony Mowbray,
Author Note: Joy Bok is a
Tony Jinks, Lance Storm, Vlad Dubaj, Robb Tilley
In anticipation of the intripsychologist and clinical
guing topic of Remote
hypnotherapist. She has extensive
scientific studies as it takes
Viewing (RV), Sandra Hilleard,
experience in the mental health,
an RV trainer, ended the conaway many extraneous variaeducation and community sectors.
bles!
ference on an exciting note.
Ms. Bok has an active interest in
Personally-trained by US exThe lovely Poppy, and her
parapsychology, and is a committee
CIA psychic spy, David Morehusband Barry (pictured below
member of the AIPR.
right), and crew provided some
house, Sandra came with a
delectable delights for hungry
wealth of knowledge. Already
attendees, keeping the fuel to
having psychic gifts herself, she
our brains going.
shared some personal paranorMany thanks to: Lance Storm
mal stories, but was encouragand Robb Tilley for helping to
ing by adding that pre-existing
organise the mini-con; to the
psychic experience is not a
AIPR committee members for
prerequisite to becoming an

Toowoomba Pub Surprise! by Robb Tilley
AIPR P
O
and
clearer of haunted houses, Mr.
Robb Tilley, responded with the
following in reply to an email
from Stacey Bellette (Editor):
G2 3
4 55 63 of camera/
phones now in use worldwide it
is not surprising to me that we
continue to receive images like
the one pictured here.
Most often the images are not
as good or as easy to see as this
one or, also, the image in THE
AIPR NEWS (March 2019) sent
in by Susan Taylor (Brisbane)
of her at a Halloween market
with her daughter (the ghost of
Susan’s mother was also seen
next to her). In both cases the
ghost image wasn’t noticed
until the next day. Susan identified her mother who had died
nine years earlier.
In the image to the right
Stacey Bellette took a “selfie”
with some friends while enjoying drinks at a pub in Toowoomba. Stacey’s dad (top left
corner) is instantly recognised
by the patch over his left eye;
the result of a workplace accident. Her dad enjoyed the pub
life. He committed suicide on
September 4th, 1977.
It seems to me that these im-

ages are not serendipitous; after all,
we know from
research
that
ghosts can see and
hear us planning a
group photo and
they decide to
show themselves
and be included in
the digital image.
Digital cameras
can
collect
a
broader spectrum
of light than a
photographic film
could. This helps
explain these images which provide proof that in
some way, in some
sense the dead are
still “alive”
For those interested in this topic,
I can recommend a
book, The Paranormal Caught on Stacey Bellette (above right) took this photo in a TooFilm:
Amazing
woomba pub. The next day, Stacey saw the ghost
Photographs
of image of her father (top-left corner) complete with the
Ghosts,
Polter- patch on his left eye. Her dad enjoyed a few beers too.
[Photo Copyright © Stacey Bellette, 2019.]
geists and Strange
Phenomena,
by
book is an astonishing collecDr. Melvyn Willin (2008; pubtion of mostly film images golished by David & Charles Ltd.,
ing back many years.
Ψ
Cincinnati, USA). Willin’s
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Remote Viewing at the AIPR Mini-Conference 2019 by Sandra Hilleard

I
6369 : to be a guest
-speaker at the AIPR MiniConference in Sydney on Saturday November 20th, 2019.
My presentation was on the
science and applications of
Remote Viewing. I was
amazed by the amount of interest there was for the topic.
After a brief introduction of
some of my personal experiences with spontaneous Extrasensory Perception and Lucid
Dreaming, I explained the
difference between a natural
Psychic and a Remote Viewer.
I ran a thought experiment,
whereby I took the audience
on a journey of perception as if
they were a Remote Viewer.
What the audience didn’t
know at the time was that this
was an actual Remote Viewing
Session that I was tasked with,
by someone in contact with the
FBI. I demonstrated the challenges of Remote Viewing a
real case for Law Enforcement
and also how the information
can help solve a case. I highlighted the importance of feedback and factual evidence and
also why using the scientific
approach is incredibly valuable.
The audience had some excellent questions about the
work ethics of Remote Viewers. Although I can only speak
for myself; I gave an example
of how it is possible to locate a
person, using a Private Investigator who investigates the
information provided by Remote Viewers, and how this
protects the person’s identity
by law, in case the person does
not want to be found by the
person who is looking for
them.
Another great question was
regarding setting Remote
Viewing tasks for oneself. The
process for this would have
taken too long to explain and
this is part of the intensive

Remote Viewing training program.
Then there was a short break.
The second part of my
presentation consisted of a very
brief overview of the history
and science of Remote Viewing and a Mini-Workshop of
less than 30 minutes. I explained that this is by no means
the full training!
I presented the fact that it is
based on perception and communication and, how the descriptions are often correct
perceptions, but the labels we
tend to give these descriptions
often tend to be incorrect.
These labels are based on our
memories.
I also pointed out that the
mind is like a two-way radio;
You cannot talk and listen at
the same time! Similarly, you
cannot think and perceive at the
same time. The process is undulating or alternating thinking
and perceiving. However, it is
not guessing! So the specific
thinking question should be:
“What am I perceiving?” rather
than “What is the target?” The
history of the Ideogram was
briefly explained and how that
was developed.
The audience was invited to
participate in a double-blind
experiment. ProjectX, a program I designed for Remote

Viewing practice and research
purposes, generates a random
number and assigns this to a
target. This means that no one
in the room knows what the
target is!
I asked the audience what
they picked up on: Land, water, mountain, structure, life
form or energy. The majority
vote was water.
Once the data was entered,
the feedback was shown. It
was the Enigma Machine to
send encoded messages during
WWII, which at the time the
photo was taken, was part of
the exhibition at the Imperial
War Museum in London. The
descriptions called out by the
audience were off target. That
was to be expected; it was less
than a 30-minute workshop!
However, after the workshop, several people ap-

proached me with their sketches
and accurate descriptions of the
target. One person actually, had
a very clear sketch of the oldstyle circular “type-writer” key
with the letter “G” and another
person sketched the layers of
these keys. It was a shame those
people didn’t speak up during
the mini-workshop, but I know
all too well how it feels to hit the
target and be totally speechless!
It was a great pleasure to hear
that people really enjoyed the
talk and the mini-workshop.
Many stated that they actually
learned something from it.
Ψ

Author Note: Sandra Hilleard
designed and developed an RVtraining package. She runs RV
workshops and training courses
in Australia.

The Australian Institute of Parapsychological Research is a nonprofit community association. Based in Sydney but with a worldwide membership base, it was established in 1977. The aims of the
organisation are:

•To collect, assess and disseminate factual information about
claims of psychic (paranormal) phenomena.

•To support and encourage parapsychology (the scientific study of
paranormal phenomena).

•To undertake or promote activities (e.g., fundraising, social
activities, etc.) in support of the above.
Looking for information on the paranormal? The AIPR has fact
sheets on:

The Australian Journal of Parapsychology features research
articles on ESP (extra-sensory
perception), PK
(psychokinesis), and the afterlife.
Subscribe Now!
page 4)

(see

•Psychic and mystical experiences of the aborigines
•Psychic and psycho-spiritual development
•Healing
•Mystical experiences
•Apparitions, ghosts and
hauntings

•Out of body experiences
•Near-death experiences
•The human aura

We’re on the Web:
www.aiprinc.org
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Nunc Quid by Vladimir Dubaj
D9 3;
2019 AIPR Mini
-Con, I had the great pleasure
of meeting Sandra Hilleard
who presented on the topic of
remote viewing (RV).1 She
had spent years developing
and applying her skills to
perform RV tasks for both
research and assistance purposes.
It had always fascinated me
how one receives this ‘extra
sensory’ information, not just
during RV, but all forms of
Extra Sensory Perception
(ESP). There may well be
vastly different theoretical
mechanisms between phenomena of precognition, RV,
telepathy or clairvoyance, but
this is not the point of this
article. What interests me is
how this information makes
itself available to one’s conscious awareness. All these
phenomena, whilst having
potentially different modes of
transmission, do appear to
manifest themselves in our
awareness in the same way.
This manifestation is what has
interested me for a while.
A lot of Sandra’s suggestions for RV pertain to signal
to noise—the need to glimpse
the important information
from the everyday humdrum
thoughts, or the ‘monkey
mind’ as the meditation com-

munity refer to it. A useful
piece of information from
Sandra was the idea of cycling
the depth of focus. Spending
too much time in a receptive
state invites the monkey mind
to take over and then it’s just a
matter of time before imagination begins to cloud the signal.
Therefore, cycling between
brief efforts of
receptivity followed by relaxation can help to
improve
the
signal-to-noise
ratio and corresponding accuracy.
The
general
consensus about
how it feels to
receive
information during ESP seems to be
pretty consistent despite the
disparate sources. Parapsychology sources, remote viewers, psychic websites and personal experience all reinforce
the idea that significant extra
sensory information makes
itself known to the experiencer
as a brief glimpse, a fleeting
thought, idea, vision or feeling
that has a subtle but different
feel compared to one’s regular
thoughts.3
Most, if not all, people can
receive such information.

However, the busy mind usually generates too much noise
for the extrasensory information to reach one’s awareness. Whilst the possibility of
improving the signal (ESP) is
considered to be limited, the
ability of reducing the noise is
well and truly a practical
workaround.
Reducing the
noise of the
monkey mind
could be said to
be the main
point of Eastern
meditation.
Buddhist, Taoist and Zen
meditation are
all related historically. Buddhist
ideas
made their way through China
(being incorporated into Taoism), and then Japan where it
took the form of Zen Buddhism. Daoism may be the
least known, compared to its
two more popular cousins, but
most people would have heard
of Yin and Yang energies and
would have come across the
Tai Chi symbol (pictured
above).
The Tai Chi symbol represents the “Supreme Ultimate”
state of oneness, where the
Yin (black) and Yang (white)
energies remain in harmony.
My first introduction to
Taoism was Fritjof Capra’s
The Tao of Physics—a book
highlighting the similarities
between Taoist thought and
modern day physics, despite
the two thousand year gap
between them.2
Technically, my first introduction to the concept of Taoism was through the Star
Wars franchise, where the
idea of “The Force” was heavily influenced by Taoist philosophy.
The meditation practices of
Taoism, like Buddhism and
Zen, can do wonders for quietening the monkey mind and
thereby improving the signalto-noise ratio during ESP
sessions. However, what if
there was a way to actually
increase the signal in addition
to reducing the noise?
I came across a reference
within a Taoist text that alluded to ESP being linked with
Yin and Yang energy. Wang
Liping’s book Daoist Internal
Mastery,4 is a compilation of

Daoist methods used to control
and manipulate the various
forms of ying and yang energies. In it, a passing comment
states that “Yin spirit manifests
when a scene appears in our
mind without conscious effort,
thinking or intention” (p. 48).
This sounds very much like
spontaneous ESP. It also supports the idea that ESP can be
a by-product of these meditation practices. This is not new
information.
What is a little more interesting, however, is the possibility
that one can be taught to manipulate this Yin and Yang
energy, which in turn could
potentially increase the signal
strength of the extra-sensory
information.
It should be clarified that
ESP is fairly close to the bottom on the list of importance
with respect to Taoist practices. The main aim of their
(spiritual) alchemical processes is to manipulate the yin and
yang energies to ultimately
transcend worldly life altogether.
However, the Taoist masters
who can manipulate the energy
within their bodies have also
claimed many paranormal
abilities as a side benefit.
Could these techniques be
modified and integrated into
the parapsychology community?
Ψ
Author Note: Vladimir Dubaj
earned his B.Sc. (Honours) in
Neurophysiology, and a Ph.D.
in Biomedical Instrumentation.
He is founder and President of
the Australian Parapsychological
Research
Association
(APRA) , and current President
of the AIPR. He conducts research into the survival of
consciousness, ghosts and
haunting phenomena, poltergeist activity, and out-of-body
and near-death experiences.
Notes
1. Sandra Hilleard’s website:
www.sandrahilleard.com/
2. F. Capra, “The Tao of Physics: An Exploration of the
Parallels between Modern
Physics and Eastern Mysticism”
(Berkeley,
CA:
Shambhala/Random-House,
1975).
3. https://lmk88.com/
4. W. Liping, “Daoist Internal
Mastery” (St. Petersburg, FL:
Three Pines Press, 2019).

